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Tom' s adventures brain test 2

If you need a solution for Tom's Adventure Pack Brain Test 2: Tricky story, we are ready to help you. Under the photos of the solved level, we can read a short way of how to solve it. If you need more explanations, please comment on this page, we will try to help you. Also, we added a
video under the answer. Enjoy the game with Krust! solutions for all levels: here you can check out the walkthrough video: here you can find updated solutions for all new levels of Brain Test 2: Tricky Story - Tom's Adventure in this article back to brain test 2: tricky story answers and
solutions top. All the levels we published with image tips and detailed walkthroughs make it easy to solve all the puzzles. Brain Test 2: Tricky Story is brain teaser mobile game and the second part of the world's most popular game Brain Test: Tricky Puzzle. You have to do all sorts of
random things to solve puzzles, such as shaking your phone, thinking outside the box, finding hidden objects, solving math problems, etc. This is one of the toughest trick question games on the market, so the questions get tougher. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure has several levels where we
share solutions. About Brain Test 2 Games: On top of The Zillion Download, Brain Test: Tricky Puzzle Redefines Mobile Game.Now get a lot of exhilarating mysteries and funny tests in Brain Test 2! Get ready to be bamboozed with a whole new mind-fighting puzzle. In this new version, the
puzzle has colorful characters and stories. Defeat the Lion King with Tom the Cat, plow the farm with Emily, hunt Joe and the monsters, and eventually defeat the microbes. All answers for brain test 2 to get in google play store: brain test 2 answer brain test 2 Tom's adventure is all levels [1-
26]: Brain test 2 Tom adventure level 1-26 game answers and solutions. We solved all the puzzle levels for you to complete the game. You will fall in love with this game app. Brain Test 2 Tricky Story Download Links: App Store and Google Play. Developer Unico Studios has something to
say about this word game app: hundreds of fierce competitions with other players in new tricky puzzles. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure Level 1-26 Level Answer #1: This is Tom trying to be friendly with him Cat Love Pet Ring. Rub the screen for a while to satisfy the cat. #2: He is looking for
something to eat to try to move food to his mouth. Chicken is hidden under apples. #3: It's not fair! Tom also wants fish! try using the TV to distract him. You have to drag the fish to Tom. #4: Tom wants the biggest rope ball you can combine them with. Combine all the rope balls into a huge
ball by dragging them to each other. #5: Tom's owner is angry at rats roaming freely in the house where balloons may wake him up. Humans can blow air into balloons. #6: The mouse is hungry and turn the cheese bowl upside down with some cheese on him. Shake the bowl and drop the
cheese. #7: They must escape from the house where the door canWith a key. The key is in his pocket. Try to force the man to change his pants by pouring water on the couch while he stands. #8: They need to cross this alley, but these dogs are dangerous shakes it to drop sleeping dogs.
Put bones in the middle for dogs to fight each other. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 9-26 Level Answer #9: He's very tired but they need to be on their way! Let's drag the smell of meat to the cat. #10: Tom fell in love at first eye helping the dog win her heart that could drive away other
cats. She loves chocolate. Mice can bite the weak legs of the bench #11: they need disguises to get on the plane Hats and coats will be enough for Tom. Make the ground slippery to stop the guards. #12: Planes should pass through dangerous turbulence! Try to turn your phone to keep the



plane in the middle. #13: Make this flight a little more comfortable for them who might have something behind their luggage. Smelly socks can wake a man up. #14: There may be something behind your luggage. Smelly socks can wake a man up. Clouds may be useful. Align the four clouds
with a single vertical line. And click on the cat to jump. #15: The monkey tells mick got him! Find more clovers to create paths for frogs. There may be something in the hole to attract frogs. #16: Tom has to catch this naughty monkey use coconut to beat him. follow his escape pattern and
block his way. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure Level 17-26 Level Answer #17: Use coconut to beat him. follow his escape pattern and block his way. Clouds can cover the sun. Vulture feathers may burn in the heat of the sun. #18: They are so hungry that the cub enjoys juicy meat there! There
may be a hole under the turnip. #19: Moles can only use open holes. There may be a hole under the turnip. Try dropping the leaves to make a hiding place. See where you can see lions. #20: Lions are chasing, they must cross! Try using a tree to throw a hippopotamus. #21: These wolves
are also working for the king! Elephants are afraid of rats. #22: Help them escape! Shake your phone while the lion is riding. #23: They need to find allies that bison might be sleeping on something. Donkeys have a very loud sound. #24: Watch out! Snakes can smell their fears! Try using
something from the question text. #25: Those bananas are delicious that the gorilla has decided to fight for you, he needs big muscles. Find out what covers his head. #26: Here's the King! The boar is intolerant to apples. It also uses sticks to disturb snakes in the cave. First of all, you might
find more brain test 2 tricky story solutions here.All in all, we hope you enjoyed our solved puzzles and walkthrough guide. Finally, thanks for your visit. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure Game answers all puzzle levels. Check out all brain test 2 Tom's adventure level 2 answers. In Brain Test 2,
players are introduced as new friends and will be part of their adventure. He can also connect to the game on a deeper level, as the player continues to challenge the brain by the unexpected and tricky mysteries of the game. There are cool stories and funny characters that require your
critical thinking and ability to think out of the box. It's time to start a new adventure full of surprises and explore new features. Enjoy! Back to Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Answer Brain Test 2: Tricky Story Tom's Adventure Solutions game all levels and tips are available on page 1. Scroll
down to the page if you need answers. Brain Test 2 Gameplay Store Link: Brain Test 2 game will be available soon: Brain Test is an addictive free tricky puzzle game with a series of tricky brainteasers. Different mystery tests challenge your mind. This new puzzle game is likely to break
common sense and test your brain outside of the box solution. You can enjoy yourself with your friends in this addictive and funny free IQ game. Get ready to take the quiz! Brain Test 2 All Answers [Click HERE] Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure All Answer Level Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure
Level 1 [This is Tom, try to be friendly with him] Slowly rubs over her face to make him smile and your level is passed. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 2 [He's Looking for Something to Eat] Drag the apple from the plate and you're going to see some of the meat and drag the meat near
the cat's face to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 3 [It's Not Fair! Tom Wants Some Fish Too] Click on the TV to change the channel and drag the fish to the cat to pass the level when his concentration is disturbed. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure Level 4 [Tom wants the
biggest rope ball] drag all the rope balls over each other to merge them so that the rope balls get bigger. Braintest 2 Tom's Adventure Level 5 [Tom's owner is angry that the mouse roamed freely in the house] he can bury the air in it, drag the balloon near the man's face so that the balloon
can get bigger, do it two or three times until the balloon explodes, and the sound wakes Tom up. Now drag Tom near the mouse to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure Level 6 [Mouse is hungry, get him some cheese] You can turn the bowl upside down and then drag the bowl up
and down rapidly so that the cheese falls and your level is passed. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 7 [They Must Escape From Home] Tap the TV remote to wake up the guy and drag a water mug to his couch to wet it when he gets up off the TV. Now, when he removes his pent and
pulls out ofDrag the key out of his pocket and open the door to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 8 [They need to cross this alley, but these dogs are dangerous] shake your device to drop the sleep digger, remove the lid of the trash can now, then drag the bones and put
the dogs in the middle of the road to fight each other. Braintest 2 Tom's Adventure Level 9 [He's very tired but they need to be on their way] Tap and drag your finger to make way for Tom because he can smell the food and it wakes him up. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 10 [Tom is
falling in love at first seconds, he helps win her heart] drags the key out of the policeman's pocket, removes the dog's cells, now drags the mouse near the branch's leg, the mouse breaks the branch's leg, the man and his chocolate fall, and now drag that chocolate to the white cat and pass
through the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 11 [They need disguise to get on the plane] First, take a bucket of water, pour water under the cops, tap on the baggage, Tom wears a jacket and brings the mouse to the woman, which scares her, her hat raises, takes this hat and
gives it to Tom to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Try to get the plane in balance by moving the phone upside down to go through Tom's Adventure Level 12 [plane must pass dangerous turbulence] level. Braintest 2 Tom's Adventure Level 13 [Make this flight a little more comfortable for them]
move your luggage to the man's left and close seat before Tom. Drag the smelly socks from the guy from the first line and move them near tom right man to wake him up. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 14 [They took the wrong flight! they have to jump down while passing over Africa]
Make stairs out of the clouds by placing them in order, now click tom to jump over the clouds to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 15 [Monkey Got Mick, Catch Him] Swipe tom and put him on the frog's back, now try to drag the lily pad and you'll see that there's a total of
three lily pads under each other because you make way with those three lily pads. Now click on the hole near the monkey to take out the bug, from which tom and cross the river and your level will pass. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure Level 16 [Tom must catch this naughty monkey] which side
monkey escapes from the cat and moves the cat there before the monkey, the last monkey must be under the tree and now click on the coconut to drop on the monkey to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 17 [How they can pass through this hot desert] drags feathers from
vultures so that it can enter the fire, and now drags the feathers that burn cleanly through the forest to create a cloud of smoke, dragging that cloud over the sun to pass through the hot weather. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 18 [They're So Hungry, Their Turnips Are Enjoying Juicy
Meat There] Drag All The StonesCover all the holes except the place and the hole near the cub, and now it goes near the cub and it goes near the cub, so it scares the cub, so now drag the meat and put it on the cat to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 19 [Those Lions Are
Angry Because of the Cub Incident] shake your device as the leaves fall off and now drag Tom and mouse one by one into the leaves to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 20 [The Lion Is Chasing And They Cross] drags the hippopotamus, put him on a coconut tree, and
now drags the tree on the right, leaving the tree so that the hippo can knock out the giraffe and Tom can be transmitted with it. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 21 [These wolves are also working for the king] Drag the bird over the elephant's head and drag the mouse near the elephant
that scares him, and the elephant removes the wolf. Brain Test 2 Tom Adventure Level 22 [Help Them Escape] As Tom and mouse cross the bridge, shake your device so that the lion can fall down. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 23 [They Need to Find An Ally] Drag the donkey over
the crab, it kicks the bull, it wakes up the bull and then you will see bananas under the bulls, now drag those bananas and give them to the chimpanzees to take sides. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 24 [Watch out! snakes can smell fear] Drag the text of fear from the question, put it in
the fire and the green smoke will go up and now drag that smoke over the cub to pass the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 25 [Those bananas were delicious. The gorilla decided to fight with you] tap the turtle and drag it over the gorilla's head, tap your left hand for 2 seconds to
make it powerful, and now click on the fight to pass through the level. Brain Test 2 Tom's Adventure Level 26 [Here's the King! They Need to Beat Him] First, drag the gorilla over the mushrooms and release him as the Lion King steps back. Now drag the stick from the tree and put it in the
hole in the middle of the stone so that the king can get over the ground. And finally, after dragging the apples from the tree, feed the wild pigs and eat the apples, piggys, and the king goes down. Brain Test 2 All answers [click here] opinion about brain test 2 game: fun and interesting. I
really enjoy it. I downloaded the game from a Facebook ad for the first time. But it just caught my attention. Sometimes it can be funny, but educational and funny. Thank you for coming. Visit.
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